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From the President - Michael Forrest
Now that winter is well and truly established the weather is right for
spending time in the workshop or hobby-room (providing it's adequately heated). Even the Thursday Toilers are taking a break of
sorts, with the list of their achievements as presented to the July
Committee-Meeting down to two items rather than the usual dozen
or more. To mark the season they held a pleasant lunch-gathering
last week at the Waterloo Hotel, enjoyed by 16 Members including
several wives.
The Committee-Meeting itself must have been the shortest for quite a
while, there being little business apart from some administrative details to begin with. Club records from around 1993 (the earliest date I
noticed was in an Engineering-Group notebook from 1976) to about
2010 have been deposited in the Hocken collections for archiving and
preservation, so are now of course in the public domain. The defibrillator has been mounted in the hall behind the right-hand door as you
enter from the street.
Just today we received official notification from MEANZ that our audit
(done in June) has been moderated and that we have well-maintained
facilities. “Well Done!” to all involved.
The new seating-arrangement for General Meetings which was tried
last month worked very
well and will continue.
It brought the Membership closer to the top
table, rendering the microphone
redundant
and making it easier for
everyone to hear.

Continues Over…..
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Boiler Inspectors
Des Burrow
454 5565
Colin Downing
454 2528
Logan McGhie
476 1425
Allan Stevens
455 8665
Jim Woods
476 1369
Boiler Records
Geoff French
454 2171

The Meeting itself was really good, with Andrew Douglas providing the Bit(s)
on the Table with his ARF (Almost Ready to Fly) model PB51 single-engined
monoplane and giving a detailed description of putting it together and the
joys and perils of flying it. It is powered by a 4-stroke 18cc gas engine. It was
fascinating to learn about another branch of modelling, in which several
OMES Members share his interest. Some might describe it as “chequebook
modelling”, but (like it or not) that is now quite common, yet it still provides
modellers with pleasure, interest and enjoyment and tests their various skills
of planning and operating if not actual fabrication. And what's wrong with
that?

President Report

Then our Co-Patron Robert Storm gave the second installment of his series of talks about
NZ railway-turntables, relating their general history and the use, removal and reinstallation of particular examples. This was a most interesting historical study, and he
impressed us with his knowledge of it. His research into these essential pieces of railway
infrastructure is serially published in the New Zealand Railfan magazine.
The August Meeting will feature
another of our 3 Co-Patrons, Graham Batts, giving a presentation
on I don't know exactly what, but
he has lived a full and varied life so
has many topics to choose from
out of his personal experience. He
is perhaps best known for his leadership of the internationally successful automation company Scott
Technology. Whatever his subject
he will be well worth hearing so do
come along. And as always I exhort you to bring some Bits for the
Table.

Photo: Lachlan Clark

Notice Board
For Sale
-Trupro Tp 920 Lathe.
-Centre height 115mm, distance between centres 500mm.
-Speed from 130 rpm to 1800rpm
-Good, wooden stand with draws.
-Instruction book and a box of bits.
-$400.00
-Ring Gary Douglas for
more information
03 476 7311.
Free To A Good Home
-Record #1 Vice.
-Contact Colin Downing
if interested 454 2528.
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Editor’s Desk - Lachlan Clark
Welcome to the August issue of Conrod. It is hard to believe we are
already on the downward slope to Christmas however the sky seems to be noticeably
lighter on my walk to and from work.
Rail X Palmerston North
Every two years some of the best layouts from the lower North Island descend on Palmerston North for Rail X, a model train show held in Barber Hall across two days. I travelled
north from a blustery overcast Wellington to an equally dreary Palmerston North for the
first day of the show. I did not get a programme so I am at a bit of a loss for descriptions
for some of the photos.
The class of modelling was excellent. Layouts ranged from TT scale right through to G gauge
with the Palmerston North Model Engineering club running their portable track in the car
park. The halls also featured several retailers with items ranging from models, to
books, to scenic tools. All in all a fantastic
show, well supported by the public, and
well worth a look as the following photos
will attest.

Editors Desk
Desk
Editor’s

I found the above AB particularly eye catching.
Modelled in a larger garage the amount of detail was impressive. This was further emphasised by the short length of test track it sat
upon (Photo Left). The whole diorama was
very realistic with small bridge, and discarded
wagons used as track stabilisation.
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Editors Desk
Desk
Editor’s

Also on display was a large G gauge (?)
layout. This featured some very nice
NZR locos (photo right) as well as a 42
car train hauled by three locos (photo
below). The visual weight of these
models impressed as did the level of
detail.
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Boat Group - Henry Goosselink, Photos John Anderson
Italica Engine Room

We had 16 members present at our July meeting
and as usual started with notices.
Notices
The boating group managed to get at least one good
boating session with 11 boats on the pond on a Sunday afternoon.
Conducted tours over the ice breaker "MV Italica".
The maintenance crew will be flat out until the 2nd
half of July and the captain will make contact with us
after the inspection in order to arrange for a group
to be given a conducted tour on a Saturday morning.
Mid-year meal; put your name on the list if you intend to go.

Group
Boat
Group
Boating

Bits on the Table
Ron Johnston is looking for a plan for a small cabin
cruiser approx 18" LOA. It will be powered by two
outboard motors wired in series for a 6 to 7.2v battery and speed controller setup.
Kevin Gamble had been working on a Billings kit
given to Craig. The kit is of a Danish drifter built in
1957. He had experienced problems with the rudder servo receiving feedback from a cheap speed
controller. The model is powered with a 6v gel cell
battery. A fine looking model, but not a great deal
of room inside (Photo Left).
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Gary Douglas had turned a button die holder to fit to the
chuck on the tailstock. The die will be operated by hand
in order to give a true start to the thread (Photo right)
Barry Stoddart had purchased the model of the vessel
"Knight of St John" from Brian Nunn. The original vessel
was built in 1885 at the Tyne ship yards. A fine looking
model built by Brian. Barry is proposing to re-balance
the model on the pond (Photo right).
Murray Vince has made good progress on the model of
the "Stockholm Strom", with the model almost ready for
painting (Photos right below).
Laurence Clark presented a box of items from his son in
Christchurch. These items were free for the taking.
Henry Goosselink has made up and fitted a heat transfer
kit from the dining room (log fire) to the bedroom. It is
working well.
Brian McCurdy has finished the renovations to their new
house for the time being and is looking forward to doing
some real modelling.
Hamish Tyson had purchased a lathe and has been training for the marathon to be run in Auckland.
Kevin Gamble mentioned that he had decided on the
plan for his next model. A WWII navy trawler designed
by James Pottinger.
Bill King reported that he had been enjoying watching
Flight 26 and tracking the progress of NASAs 747 based
SOFIA telescope which is based in New Zealand over the
winter.

Group
Boat
Group
Boating

Ian Marsh had drawn up a plan for a lifting device for
use at the pond to launch and retrieve our models. He
had also been making small adjustments to the carburettor setting on the two stroke motor
in his jet boat and also making stronger engine mounts.
John Anderson had been enjoying some of the International Science Festival events including one presentation by a Naval Architect. He has also made some progress on a small free
flight model aeroplane he is making and a wing sail for his Footy yacht.
Next Meeting
For our next meeting we will have bits on the table and workshop.
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Scale Railway Group - Brian Niven
Continuing on from our July meeting, John Knight reported on N scale layout signalling. Materials for the gantries are to hand, the relays work acceptably well on the power supply
voltage, and surface mount light emitting diodes mounted on a small printed circuit board
strip are to be used for the signal lights.

Scale Railway Group

Brian Niven brought along his Heljan ‘Falcon’ loco purchased 2nd hand from a well known
English Emporium. The fullsize Falcon was a one off prototype built by Brush in 1960-61. It
underwent trials with B.R. and in 1965 was re-painted in the livery seen in the photo, and
then served mainly on the Western Region until it was scrapped in 1976. The model came
with one rear tail light not working, which turned out to be a LED surface-mounted on a
small board (see pic, top white LED for route panel; lower red one for tail light), similar to
Johns arrangement for N scale signals. Checks showed the LED was alive, but a poor connection was the fault. It was tricky to solder, with the series resistor coming adrift. Simply
fixed by adding a 1K resistor in the supply line. Generally, a hot air gun is used for this kind
of work!

Loco LED lights
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Scale Railway Group

John Knight detailed a problem he was having running his Adams Radial Tank (mentioned
last ConRod), fitted with a DCC decoder. When run on DCC, all works perfectly, but it only
runs in reverse on DC. Not sure why. Suggestions welcomed.
Barry Stoddart displayed two HO scale trucks, and Ferg Chalmers showed some dental-type
picks which he found very useful for attaching the small spring in ‘Kadee’ couplers. A tip –
assemble couplers in a plastic bag to avoid spending the next hour on the floor looking for
lost springs!
Our next clinic practical on 2nd August will be on Locomotive Maintenance, with club locos
being used for this session. Alan Stevens suggested that a session on running the N scale
layout would be useful, and there was discussion on track and wheel gauges. DCC Concepts
and NMRA are two sources of such gauges.

Engineering Group - Russell Clark
The mid-winter meeting had a turnout of eleven members with four apologies.
The group acknowledged the passing of Logan’s son and the thoughts of all members are
with Logan and his family at this time.

Engineering Group

No monthly maintenance was undertaken on the
1st Saturday of the month as a number of the
regular attendees were out of town for the weekend.
Geoff French has continued his steady progress
with his Railmotor locomotive, completing work
on the super heaters, smokebox and steam pipes.
The various cylinder patterns for his next project
(Jersey Lily) were on display along with a couple of
useful tips on the use of heated Araldite to
smooth the machined surface of MDF board and
to fix nuisance leaks in water tanks. (Photo left)
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From the Archives

Engineering Group

In the workshop Jim Woods continues to make progress on
the upgrading of his CNC mill with a new control unit and
drives. The mechanical part of the upgrade is nearing an
end with the final keyways being cut and tooth belts being
sought. The installation of the wiring and electronics will be
the next hurdle with this project.
Colin Downing is again progressing on the hydraulic motor
mounts for his loco after some time thinking about what to
do next. Mike is working on the rear axle for his 3.5cc tethered car and undertaking some work on the brake gear for
his 3.5” Britannia locomotive.
Bits on the table included a very small spark plug for Jim’s
diesel shunter (Photo right), expansion bracket mountings
for Chris’s Evening Star (Photo right) and the chassis for
Russell’s 3.5” coal wagon (Photo previous page).
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Member 2
Kevin Gamble
Murray Gibb
Henry Gooselink
Brian McCammon
Brian Niven
Hamish Tyson
Brian Wolff
4738684
4545432
4564382
4556623
4544800

Phone
4763892
4545565
7421080
4727260
4883826
4544471
4543542

Geoffrey French
Barry Stoddard
Jon Winton
Allen McGregor

Member 4
Mark Hughes
Ross Nicholls
Harvey Anna
Keith Murphy
Brian Nunn
Stuart Reid
Stuart Robertson

4542172
4876128
4542950
4767666

Phone
4552870
0212247620
7421080
4731740
4554658
4553406
0211480683

Bookings

As each booking is received and confirmed it will be allocated to the next team on the roster. If you are unavailable to take your turn it is up
to you to find a substitute, either by swapping with someone else or by arranging for a ‘Spare Member’ to take your place. Please then inform
the Day Controller so he knows whom to expect on the day. As I am now handling the bookings I shall inform and remind the Day Controller.

It is up to the Day Controller to phone Leslie Bennett
4763852 Lawrence Clarke
the other 3 men of his team and en- John Nelson
4892942 Colin Nicholls
sure they will be available for the funcLance Wild
4728603 Colin Winter
tion. The Day Controller is also the goBill King
4881518 Ron Johnstone
to person to liaise as necessary with
4544800 Glen Rusbatch
the hirer/party organiser, and should Gordon Rusbatch
meet them as soon as they arrive onsite and see if they’re OK about everything.

Phone
4767311
4542528
4551642
4892267
4882075
4545697
4761369

Member 3
Bob Newbury
Des Burrows
Harvey Max
Ross Jamieson
Glen Lawrence
Bruce Milne
John Anderson

Day Controller
Gary Douglas
Colin Downing
Michael Forrest
Ian Marsh
Michael O’Cain
Terry Smith
James Woods

Team
1
2
3
4
5
7
8

Phone
4554547
4898489
4883284
4883828
4554491
4762116
4727749

Electric locos only please, no steam Open the hall by 12 noon to allow set up

20

Birthday Party
Jo Davison

Sat 29 October

1

1.00 to
3.00

Henry’s Grandson Jayden. Bouncy castle expected.

Birthday Party
Helen Patterson

Sat 1 Octo- 11.00 to
ber
1.00

3

5

#Attn Note

School Visit
Sue Waldron

Description

Thu 11 Au- 1.50 to
gust
2.40

Time

TT

Team Date

Bookings - Michael Forrest and Kevin Gamble

Health and Safety
Report
Remember to dial before you
dig. Source.

«First Name» «Last Name»
«Address»
«Suburb»
«City»
«Post Code»

Sender:
Otago Model Engineering Society
1 John Wilson Drive
P.O. BOX 2163
South Dunedin
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